In the past, basis sets for use in correlated molecular calculations have largely been taken from single configuration calculations. Recently, AlmlOf, Taylor, and co-workers have found that basis sets of natural orbitals derived from correlated atomic calculations (ANOs) provide an excellent description of molecular correlation effects. We report here a careful study of correlation effects in the oxygen atom, establishing that compact sets of primitive Gaussian functions effectively and efficiently describe correlation effects if the exponents of the functions are optimized in atomic correlated calculations, although the primitive (sp) functions for describing correlation effects can be taken from atomic Hartree-Fock calculations if the appropriate primitive set is used. Test calculations on oxygen-containing molecules indicate that these primitive basis sets describe molecular correlation effects as well as the ANO sets of Alml6f and Taylor. Guided by the calculations on oxygen, basis sets for use in correlated atomic and molecular calculations were developed for all of the first row atoms from boron through neon and for hydrogen. As in the oxygen atom calculations, it was found that the incremental energy lowerings due to the addition of correlating functions fall into distinct groups. This leads to the concept of correlation consistent basis sets, i.e., sets which include all functions in a given group as well as all functions in any higher groups. Correlation consistent sets are given for all of the atoms considered. The most accurate sets determined in this way, [5s4p3d 2flg] , consistently yield 99% of the correlation energy obtained with the corresponding ANO sets, even though the latter contains 50% more primitive functions and twice as many primitive polarization functions. It is estimated that this set yields 94%-97% of the total (HF + 1 + 2) correlation energy for the atoms neon through boron.
In the past, basis sets for use in correlated molecular calculations have largely been taken from single configuration calculations. Recently, AlmlOf, Taylor, and co-workers have found that basis sets of natural orbitals derived from correlated atomic calculations (ANOs) provide an excellent description of molecular correlation effects. We report here a careful study of correlation effects in the oxygen atom, establishing that compact sets of primitive Gaussian functions effectively and efficiently describe correlation effects if the exponents of the functions are optimized in atomic correlated calculations, although the primitive (sp) functions for describing correlation effects can be taken from atomic Hartree-Fock calculations if the appropriate primitive set is used. Test calculations on oxygen-containing molecules indicate that these primitive basis sets describe molecular correlation effects as well as the ANO sets of Alml6f and Taylor. Guided by the calculations on oxygen, basis sets for use in correlated atomic and molecular calculations were developed for all of the first row atoms from boron through neon and for hydrogen. As in the oxygen atom calculations, it was found that the incremental energy lowerings due to the addition of correlating functions fall into distinct groups. This leads to the concept of correlation consistent basis sets, i.e., sets which include all functions in a given group as well as all functions in any higher groups. Correlation consistent sets are given for all of the atoms considered. The most accurate sets determined in this way, [5s4p3d 2flg ] , consistently yield 99% of the correlation energy obtained with the corresponding ANO sets, even though the latter contains 50% more primitive functions and twice as many primitive polarization functions. It is estimated that this set yields 94%-97% of the total (HF + 1 + 2) correlation energy for the atoms neon through boron.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantitative theoretical prediction of barrier heights, bond energies, ionization potentials, electron affinities, etc., requires that electron correlation effects be included in the electronic structure calculations. For example, Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations on the H + H2 reaction predict l a barrier to reaction of 24.5 kcallmol. The most accurate correlated calculations to date 2 yield 9.65 kcallmol which is estimated to be no more than 0.1 kcallmol above the true barrier. Similarly, single configuration calculations predict a dissociation energy of 102.4 kcallmol for hydrogen fluoride, 3 whereas the value extrapolated from spectroscopic data 4 is 141.2 kcallmol. Finally, HF calculations predict an ionization potential of 10.07 eY for the oxygen atom,S compared to the experimental ionization potential 6 of 13.62 eY, and an electron affinity of -0.54 e y7 which is in error by 2.0 eY (the measured value is + 1.46 ey 8 ). Clearly, in any chemical process in which the number of electrons changes, correlation effects must be explicitly taken into account if accurate energy differences are desired. 9 One of the most important correlation effects, the socalled near-degeneracy effect, 10 can be readily taken into account using multiconfiguration self-consistent-field (MCSCF) wave functions. I I Inclusion of these effects often dramatically improves the accuracy of the calculations especially for multiply bonded systems. For example, for N2 a single configuration calculation predicts 12 a dissociation energy of 121.7 kcal/mol, only slightly more than half of the experimental value, 228.4 kcallmol. 13 A multiconfiguration wave function designed to properly describe dissociation to two (HF) nitrogen atoms predicts I4 a binding energy of 167.6 kcallmol, reducing the error in the HF estimate by 40%, while a wave function constructed from only those configurations which can be formed from the valence 2s-and 2p-atomic orbitals yields 208.9 kcallmol, IS which is in error by less than 10%.
The accuracy of the electronic structure calculations is limited not only by the form of the wave function but also by the basis set used to expand the wave function. The choice of basis functions for molecular HF calculations is straightforward l6 : The (sp) sets are taken from optimized atomic calculations while the polarization (d,/, ... ) sets are constructed using well established rules of thumb 16 or by explicit optimization. Convergence of the results with increasing basis set size is reasonably rapid so that modest care in the choice of basis functions leads to accurate (within the model) results (although there are pathological cases which require more careful consideration). Experience indicates that the basis sets required to properly describe MCSCF wave functions designed to account for near-degeneracy effects are very similar to the sets required for single configuration calculations.
Although valence space MCSCF calculations on the H + H2 reaction reduce the error in the calculated barrier heightI by over 7.0 kcal/mol, to 17.1 kcallmol, the predicted barrier is still nearly a factor of 2 higher than that from the most accurate calculations available. 2 The remaining error is due to nondynamical and dynamical correlation effects. 9 First-order l7 (FO) or polarization configuration interaction 18 (Pol-CI) calculations, which include configurations which have at most one electron in a non valence orbital, take into account nondynamical effects such as space and spin polarization. Inclusion of nondynamical correlation effects can also lead to a significant improvement in the accuracy of the calculations. For example, Pol-CI/FO calculations yield a barrier of 12.1 kcallmol 1 for the H + H2 reaction, a bond energy of 132.1 kcallmol for HF, 19 and an ionization potential of 11.57 eV and electron affinity of 1.12 eV for the oxygen atom. 17 (b) The description of nondynamical correlation effects requires that functions witp higher angular momenta than that of the occupied atomic HF orbitals be included in the basis set even for atomic calculations. The choice of basis sets for use in FOIPol-CI calculations has been discussed by Schaefer et al. 17 (b) In practice, the basis sets used in FO/Pol-CI calculations on molecules are often taken to be the same as those used in single-and multiconfiguration calculations. Convergence appears to be adequate if reasonably large HF basis sets are used.
The remaining error in the calculated energies is due to dynamical correlation effects, i.e., to the instantaneous correlation in the motions of the electrons. It is the description of these effects which is of interest here. The theoretical description of dynamical effects has proven to be one of the most challenging problems in modem electronic structure theory. In configuration interaction theories dynamical correlation effects are described by configurations with two or more electrons in the nonvalence orbitals. As the number of such configurations increases rapidly with the size of the basis set, the goal is to minimize the number of basis functions required to achieve a given level of accuracy. Although basis sets to describe dynamical correlation effects have been considered by others,2O-23 the only detailed studies to date are those by Ahlrichs and co-workers 22 and Almlof and Taylor.23 The latter authors took the novel approach of taking the basis functions to be the natural orbitals obtained from correlated atomic calculations. From these studies the following conclusions were drawn: (i) Basis sets which include functions with high angular momenta, (d,/, g, ... ) , are required to reduce the error in the correlation energy to I kcallmol or less. (ii) The basis functions could be grouped into sets with each function in the set lowering the correlation energy by an approximately equal amount2 2 or falling within a given range of occupation numbers. 23
In addition, and most important, Almlof and Taylor 23 found that basis functions optimized to describe correlation effects in atoms also describe molecular correlation effects well.
The general conclusions drawn from the present study, which includes a thorough study of basis sets and correlation effects in the oxygen atom, are in agreement with the above. In addition, we show that compact sets of primitive Gaussian functions can be obtained to describe correlation effects in all of the first row atoms from boron through neon. The (sp) sets can be obtained from atomic HF calculations, while the polarization 24 (d,/, g, .. . ) sets must be determined from correlated atomic calculations. The energies obtained with these primitive sets compare well with those yielded by the atomic natural orbital (ANO) sets of Almlof and Taylor 23 which contain many more primitive functions.
In the following section, we report an extensive series of correlated calculations on the oxygen atom which was chosen to be the benchmark system. For this atom we determined the convergence of the correlation energy both with respect to the angular momenta of the functions and the number of functions of a given angular momentum. We then carried out calculations on the OH and O 2 molecules to determine the suitability of the atom-derived sets for use in molecular calculations. In Sec. III we report basis sets for use in correlated molecular calculations for all of the first row atoms from boron through neon. The results obtained for these atoms are consistent with those for the oxygen atom and give us confidence that these sets are also suitable for use in correlated molecular calculations. Finally, we report comparable basis sets for the hydrogen atom.
II. CORRELATED BASIS SETS FOR THE OXYGEN ATOM
An investigation of the basis sets to be used in correlated calculations which considered in detail all of the atoms of interest would be tedious, if not overindulgent. Therefore, we first carried out a thorough study of basis sets for use in configuration interaction (CI) calculations on the oxygen atom. The HF description of this atom has a singlet-coupled pair of electrons in the 2s orbital, another singlet-coupled pair in a 2p orbital and a triplet-coupled electron pair in 2p orbitals. It therefore has features which are representative of all of the first-row atoms. The results of this study were used to guide the calculations on the remaining first row atoms. The convergence patterns, energy lowerings, etc., observed in the latter calculations are in line with those found for oxygen, indicating that the general conclusions drawn from the oxygen calculations are applicable to all of the first row atoms.
The studies reported here are based on CI calculations which include all symmetry-allowed single and double excitations from all of the degenerate components of the Hartree-Fock configuration (HF + 1+2) of the atom, e.g., from the 2?2p;2p;pz' 2?2Px2p;2pz' and 2?2Px2py2p; configurations of the oxygen atom. The Is atomic orbital was, however, constrained to be doubly occupied in all configurations-we are focusing here only on valence correlation effects. The HF wave functions were computed using effective Hamiltonians properly averaged to produce eigenfunctions of both space and spin. 25
A. Polarization basis sets for the oxygen atom
We first considered the convergence of the correlation energy for the (d,/, g, ... ) polarization sets. For these calculations the (sp) set was a (16s7p) primitive set2 6 contracted to [6s4p] using the general contraction scheme of Raffenettj28:
The first function(s) in each symmetry were the atomic HF orbitals, while the remaining functions were the most diffuse Gaussian primitives. The polarization functions were taken to be simple primitive Gaussian functions with exponents given by even-tempered expansions, i.e., {;; a/3i-l i=l, ... ,N f , (1) where N f is the number of functions in the set. (a, /3) were optimiZed for each set.
The polarization sets were added in symmetry (angular momentum) shells.
29 First, we added 3d functions to the [ 6s4p] set. 3d sets containing from one to four functions were considered. We then added 4/ functions to the [6s4p3d] set obtained from these calculations. 4/sets containing from one to three functions were considered. Finally, we added 5g functions to the [ 6s4p 3d 2Jl set. Sets containing both one and two 5g functions were considered. The Gaussian integral program used here, ARGOS,3° does not compute integrals over 6h and higher angular momentum functions. We were therefore not able to explicitly consider these functions; however, their effect could be estimated (see below). The results of these calculations are summarized in Table I and plotted in Fig. 1 .
Two important facts are clearly evident in the results reported in Table I and Fig. I . First, the incremental correlation energy lowerings resulting from the addition of polarization functions of a given symmetry decrease dramatically as successive functions are added to the set, e.g., the correlation energy increases by -62.2 mh 31 (mh = millihartree) with the addition of the first 3d function, by an additional 
Number ("'o.J where tlE'i is the (estimated) incremental change in the correlation energy, i.e., the difference in correlation energy between the I set with n functions and the set with (n -1) functions. An estimate of the total contribution of the 3d, 4J, and 5g functions to the correlation energy can be obtained by adding to the calculated energy lowerings the remainders estimated from Eq. (2), e.g.,
n=5
This yields
(in mh). Thus, addition of a single 3d function accounts for 78% of the estimated total energy lowering due to the addition of3d functions while the second 3d function contributes an additional 18%. Addition of the first three 3d functions accounts for over 99% of the estimated total energy lowering due to 3d functions. Similar convergence patterns are found for the higher angular momentum functions, although the data is less complete for these sets. The reliability of the above estimates is not known. For the 3d set for which the most extensive data is available, the calculated energy increments appear to bow downward slightly relative to the geometric fit. If this trend were to continue, the geometric series would overestimate the con-tribution of the higher order terms. However, the resulting error is estimated to be -0.03 to -0.04 mh (the geometric series predicts that the n>5 terms will contribute only -0.12 mh). The estimates of the higher order terms will be less reliable for the 4f and 5g sets since the data here is'limited and the estimated contributions of the neglected higher order terms are larger, -0.25 mh (4f) and -0.43 mh (5g). In any case, however, it appears that the above should be accurate to ± 0.1 mho Second, as noted earlier by Ahlrichs and co-workers,21 the calculated energy lowerings, and therefore the correlating functions, separate into distinct groups. The addition of a single 3d function increases the correlation energy by -62.2 mh; no other single function has such a dramatic effect. Addition of the second 3d function, on the other hand, increases the correlation energy by -14.7 mh, which is very nearly the same lowering resulting from the addition of the first 4f function, namely, -15.8 mho Again, none of the remaining functions has such a large effect. Next, the third 3d function lowers the energy by -2.6 mh while the second 4f function and first 5g function increase the correlation energy by -3.4 and -3.7 mh, respectively. Finally, the fourth 3d function, third 4f function, second 5g function (as well as the first 6h function; see below) have nearly the same effect with the calculated (or estimated) energy lowerings ranging from -0.5 to -1.0 mho This finding suggests that the polarization functions should be added in sets, yielding (ld), (2d 1/), (3d2flg), etc., sets, to provide a consistent treatment of correlation effects. This approach is also advocated by Almlof and Taylor 23 who construct such sets by grouping together the atomic natural orbitals with occupation numbers which fell in a given range.
In Fig. 2 we plot the calculated energy lowerings resulting from addition of the first, second, and third functions of a given angular momentum I. These (5) one can estimate that the addition of the first 6h function will increase the correlation energy by -0.90 mh while addition of the second 6h function and first 7 i function will increase the correlation energy by an additional -0.27 and -0.22 mh, respectively. As before, we can use Eqs. (5) to estimate the contributions of the higher angular momentum functions to the total correlation energy. Doing so yields
( 6) We can now estimate the total contribution of the polarization functions to the correlation energy as well as the accuracy of the correlation consistent groupings of the polarization functions. Combining the calculated energy differences given in Table I with the estimates of the higher order contributions given by Eqs. (2) and (5), we predict that polariza- calculations reported here). Assuming this, we see that the (ld) set accounts for -58% of the total correlation energy due to polarization functions, the (2d If) set -86%, and the (3d2flg) set -95%. The error in the correlation energy for the (3d 2f Ig) set is estimated to be 4.8 mho Addition of one more 3d, 4J, and 5g function along with a 6h function will reduce this error by -3.2 to 1.6 mho Thus, for the oxygen atom a (4d 3f2g1h) polarization set is estimated to yield a total (HF + 1 + 2) correlation energy within 1 kcallmol of the infinite (polarization) basis set limit. In (ANOs) and are ordered by occupation number. The ANOs are expanded in sets containing six primitive functions in the 3d set, four primitives in the 4fset, and two primitives in the Sg set. Not unexpectedly, the differences are larger for the To assess the appropriateness of the above atomic sets for molecular calculations, we carried out calculations on the hydroxyl radical, OH, and oxygen molecule, O 2 , Two series of calculations were carried out. In the first series we used a ( 12s6p) set contracted to [4s3p] 26 (again using the general contraction scheme of Raffenettj28) augmented with the atomic (ld) and (2d If) sets determined above; in the second series, we optimized the exponents of the polarization functions in HF + 1 + 2 calculations on each molecule. The exponents and energies so obtained are listed in Table III . As can be seen, the optimum atomic and molecular exponents differ by only a few percent and the changes in the calculated correlation energies (t1Ecarr) are entirely negligible. In fact, for the (ld) set for O 2 the correlation energy obtained with the molecule optimized exponents is less than for the atom optimized exponents. This results from a lowering of the molecular HF energy which more than offsets the lowering of the HF + 1 + 2 energy; the CI energy is, of course, lower for the molecule optimized set as it has to be.
As a final check on the suitability of the present sets for use in molecular calculations, we carried out calculations on the oxygen molecule, O 2 , using the ANO sets of Almlof and Taylor 23 as well as the optimum atomic even-tempered sets. The results of the calculations are summarized in Table IV . The patterns observed in these calculations are quite similar to those found in the atomic calculations. In most cases, the differences between the optimum primitive sets and the ANO contracted sets, normalized to the number of oxygen atoms, are smaller in the molecular calculations than in the atomic calculations, e.g., for the (ld) set the respective differences are 6.3 mh (0 2 ) and 8.6 mh (0).
B. (sp) basis sets for the oxygen atom
Next, we considered sand p basis sets for use in correlated calculations on the oxygen atom. The calculations for the s-correlation set were based on the (16s7p) set contracted to [2s4p J, i.e., the base s set consisted of only the Is and 2s atomic orbitals. To the [2s4p J set we then added sets of primitive Is functions with exponents optimized for the HF + 1 + 2 wave function. Again, the exponents of the functions in each set were taken to be even-tempered expansions. Expansions sets consisting of one to four functions were considered. The calculations for the p set were based on (a,f3) for each such set. Again, sets consisting of one to four functions were considered. A (2d 1/) set was added to each of the above (sp) sets to describe the correlation effects due to polarization functions. This approach has the advantage that the added Is and 2p functions effectively contribute only to the correlation energy; the atomic HF orbitals are sufficiently well described by the ( 16s7 p) set such that changes in the HF energy are negligible, < 0.00 1 mho
The results of the (sp) correlated calculations are summarized in Table V and the corresponding energy lowerings are plotted in Fig. 3 . It is evident in both Table V and Fig. 3 that 2p correlation functions are more important than Is correlation functions and that the convergence of the (np) series is quite similar to that observed for the polarization sets discussed above. In fact, as can be seen in the figure, the incremental energy lowerings for 2p series fit a geometrical progression well:
t;En = -55.60 The last point in the Is series, on the other hand, is significantly higher than would have been predicted from a geometrical progression based on the first three terms.
Although Is-correlation functions are less important than the 2p-correlation functions for describing valence correlation effects, we believe it best to symmetrically augment the HF (sp) set, i.e., to simultaneously add both Is-and 2p-correlation functions. This is more straightforward than a procedure based solely on the energy lowerings: First add a 2p function, then add a Is function, then add another 2p function, then add both a Is and 2p function, etc. In addition, there is strong coupling between the Is and 2p sets, i.e., the lowering due to the addition of 2p functions strongly depends on the Is set used and vice versa (the coupling is much weaker for the polarization functions). This procedure results in the use of, at most, one extra function. In Fig. 3 we have also plotted the energy lowerings obtained by simultaneouslyadding Is and 2p functions (see Table V ). The calculated incremental changes also fit a geometrical progression with ;;:En _ -59.76
Combining the higher order terms in Eq. (8) the s-set calculations, the p set was the primitive (7 p) set contracted to [4p 1; the base s sets were either (i) the Is and 2s atomic orbitals from the (165) set (Present) or (ii) the first two natural orbitals from the ( 13s) set (AND). Similarly constructed sets were used for the p-set calculations. The polarization set for both series of calculations was the (2d 11) set. Total energies (E HF and EHF+ I + 2) are in hartrees; correlation energies (Ecorr) and energy differences (AE HF and AErorr) are in millihartrees. (E eo ,,) and energy differences (IlE eo ,,) For the 2p sets it is the outermost function from the ( 4p) set which best matches the optimum (lp) set-the exponents differ by less than 5% and the calculated correlation energies differ by only 0.15 mho Using the outermost function from the (5p) set, on the other hand, increases the correlation energy by 4.6 mh (out of a total lowering of 57.9 mh; see Table V ). The optimum (2p) set is best described by the outermost two functions from the (5p) set, while the optimum (3p) and (4p) sets are best described by the (6p) and (8p) HF sets, respectively. In fact, in the latter two cases the correlation energy obtained with the best HF sets are slightly larger than those obtained with the optimum even-tempered sets. The above results clearly show that (sp) sets optimized for the HF wave function can also provide an excellent description of correlation effects. Table VII contains another interesting result. By and large, the changes observed in the optimum even-tempered exponents with increasing basis set size are as expected, i.e., as the set becomes larger, the smallest exponent decreases while the largest exponent increases with the additional functions covering the intermediate region ever more finely (decreasing f3). This pattern was also observed for the exponents of the polarization functions. The first members of the . s set, on the other hand, do not follow this pattern. Upon expanding the s set from one to two functions, the exponent of the tight function becomes substantially larger than expected, i.e., f3 = 7.461 for the (2s) set whereas f3 = 3.225 and 3.588 for the (2p) and (2d) sets. Then, upon adding a third s function, we find that the exponent of the extra function lies inbetween the exponents of the (2s) set, i.e., (0.253, 1.887) -+ (0.236, 0.653, 1.808), and that the exponent of the tightest function actually decreases slightly. The (3s) to ( 4s) expansion again follows the normal pattern. The reason for this behavior is not obvious, although it may be connected with the nodal structure of the 2s atomic orbital.
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In Table VIII we summarize the results of HF and HF + 1 + 2 calculations on the oxygen molecule, O 2 , with the atom optimized even-tempered (sp) sets and the (sp) sets derived from atomic HF calculations. The calculated correlation energies for the molecular calculations follow the same pattern as for the atomic calculations, i.e., the outermost function from the (9s) HF set yields nearly the same correlation energy as that from the optimum (Is) set, the outermost function from the (4p) set yields nearly the same correlation energy as that from the optimum (lp) set and so on. The calculated HF energies, on the other hand, almost always favor the larger HF sets, i.e., the (14s) set always yields a lower HF energy than the (12s) set which in turn always yields a lower HF energy than the (lOs) set, etc., independent of which correlation set is being considered. Only the (8p) set does not follow this trend and here the difference is negligible, 0.007 mho Although the results given above clearly show that it is possible to obtain (sp) sets which consistently describe both the HF and HF + 1 + 2 wave functions, as the results in Table VIII caution, in doing so we must balance the errors in the HF energy against the errors in the correlation energy. This is even more true when using the HF (sp) sets themselves to describe both the HF and correlated wave func- between (i) minimizing the error in the HF energy and (ii) minimizing the error in the correlation energy.
As can be seen in the figures, the error in the HF energy decreases monotonically with increasing primitive set size. This is expected since the contracted basis set always contains the HF atomic orbitals. The errors in the correlation energy for a given contracted set, on the other hand, exhibit a minimum for a specific primitive set. This is in line with the results presented in Table VII . Based on the data plotted in Fig. 4 , the recommended s sets are: The (9s) set contracted to [3s] , the (lOs) set contracted to [4s] , the (12s) set contracted to [5s] , and the (14s) set contracted to [6s] . We recommend the use of the (12s) set contracted to [5s] , rather than the (lOs) set. Although the (lOs) set yields a correlation energy which is 0.15 mh lower than that obtained with the (12s) set, the HF energy for the (12s) set is lower than that for the (lOs) set by 1.4 mho In this case we believe that use of the larger s set is a better compromise.
The recommended p sets are: the (4p) set contracted to [2p] , the (5p) set contracted to [3p] , the (6p) set contracted to [4p] , and the (8p) set contracted to [5p] . The only difficult choice was for the appropriate primitive set for the [2p] set-the correlation energy obtained with the (4p) set is 5.6 mh lower than that obtained with the (5p) set, but the HF energy for the (5p) set is 14.8 mh lower than that for the ( 4p) set. The above choice minimizes the difference between the errors in the HF and correlation energies.
III. CORRELATED BASIS SETS FOR THE FIRST ROW ATOMS: BORON THROUGH NEON
The above calculations on the oxygen atom were used to guide the development of correlated basis sets for the first row atoms boron through neon. Again, we first considered polarization basis sets. We determined (1d)-(3d) sets,
( 1/ ) -(2/) sets, and a ( Ig) set for each atom, first optimizing the d exponents in the (ld)-( 3d) sets, then optimizing the/exponents in the (2d 1/) and (3d2/) sets and finally optimizing the g exponent in the (3d 2/ Ig) set. In this case the exponents of the (3d) set were fully optimized, i.e., they were not constrained to be given by an even-tempered expansion. 32 The optimum exponents, correlation energies, and incremental energy lowerings are summarized in Table IX where, for comparative purposes, the quoted results for the (1/) set are based on the (3d) set rather than the (2d) set; the correlation energy lowerings are plotted in Fig. 6 . The incrementallowerings have been normalized to the total correlation energy of the L shell, EeoIT (L shell), determined from calculations with the (12s6p3d2/1g) /[5s4p3d2/1g] set (see below) .
The same general trends are observed in the results in Table IX as were observed for the oxygen atom: addition of the first 3d function results in the largest energy lowering by far, followed by smaller but comparable energy lowerings upon addition of the second 3d and first 4/ functions, followed by even smaller, but again comparable, energy lowerings for the third 3d, second 4f, and first 5g functions. There are differences, however. For example, the higher angular momentum functions are relatively more important for the latter half of the row than for the first half of the row-this is undoubtedly due to the increased number of p electrons.
The correlation energy lowerings resulting from the addition of functions from selected HF (sp) sets follow the same trend observed in the oxygen atom calculations: The most diffuse functions in the (9s) and (4p) sets provide the best single correlating functions, the first and third most diffuse functions in the (lOs) set and the two most diffuse functions in the (5p) set provide the best two correlating functions, etc. The incremental energy lowerings for the best (nsnp) sets are also plotted in Fig. 6 . The first (Is + 2p) set is less important than the first 3d function for the atoms B-N whereas the 3d function is less important for F-Ne. The third (Is + 2p) set, on the other hand, is far more important at the beginning of the row than the corresponding polarization functions.
Krishnan et al.2I determined a (2s2pld) primitive set of correlating functions for all of the first row atoms and for the hydrogen atom. For the atoms boron through neon the exponents of the functions were determined by minimizing the second order Moller-Plesset perturbation energy (UMP2). The 3d exponents reported by these authors are only slightly larger (0.06-0.10) than the exponents of the (ld) sets reported here. The exponents for each of the two pairs of Is and 2p functions in the (2s2p) sets were constrained to be identical. Although the calculations reported here show that t2(2s) > 2t2(2p), the net effect of the constraint is probably not large since (i) the exponents of the first Is-and 2p-correlating functions are similar [compare the outermost functions of the (lOs) and (5p) sets] and (ii) the second 2p correlating function is far more important than the second Is correlating function, e.g., for oxygen !l.E ~p ;::;;: 3!l.E is.
We define correlation consistent basis sets to contain all of the correlating functions which lower the correlation energy by similar amounts as well as all correlating functions which lower the energy by larger amounts. Thus, the (9s5p Id) primitive set contracted to [3s2p Id] is the simplest correlation consistent basis set, since the (ls1p) correlation set lowers the correlation energy by approximately the same amount as the (ld) set (see Fig. 6 ); all other functions lower the correlation energy by substantially smaller amounts. We refer to this set as the correlation consistent polarized valence double-zeta (cc-p VDZ) set. Other correlation consistent sets are the polarized valence triple-zeta (cc-p VTZ) set, the ( lOs5p2d 1/) set contracted to [ 4s3p2d 1/] , and the polarized valence quadruple-zeta (ccp VQZ) set, the (12s6p3d 2/ Ig) set contracted to Table X along with the energies obtained with the ANO sets of Alml6f and Taylor. 23 Also included in this table are accurate numerical HF energies 33 as well as estimates of the total (HF + 1 + 2) correlation energies. To obtain the estimated correlation energies we fit the incremental energy lowerings from Table X to a geometric series (see Fig. 7 ) and then added the higher order contributions predicted by the series to the correlation energy obtained with the cc-p VQZ set.
Although it is difficult to estimate the accuracy ofthe extrapolation, we expect the errors in the estimated total 1.640 (0.855,3.107) (0.586,1.725,5.014) 1.917 (1.148,3.562) 2.376
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In general, the errors in the HF energies are only a fraction of the errors in the correlation energies. It should also be Ref. 33) and to the estimated total (HF + 1 + 2) correlation energies (see the text). Total energies (E HF and EHF + I + 2) are in hartrees; correlation energies (E e ",,) and energy differences (t.E HF and t.E e ",,) noted that an important source of error in the HF calculations is the description of the Is orbital. This is in contrast to the correlation energy calculations which explicitly consider only the valence electrons. The error in the HF description of the valence orbitals will thus be substantially less than the total errors quoted in Table X .
IV. CORRELATED BASIS SETS FOR THE HYDROGEN ATOM
To determine correlated basis sets for the hydrogen atom poses a special problem; atomic calculations are clearly not useful. Following the suggestion of Almlof and Taylor,23 we determined correlation sets for the hydrogen atom from calculations on the hydrogen molecule. As before, we first added (lp)- (3p) To ascertain whether the hydrogen polarization sets obtained above are appropriate for calculations on other molecules, we reoptimized the exponents of the (lp) and (2pld) sets for both CH and OH. The results of these calculations, along with those for the H 2 -optimized sets, are summarized in Table XII . Although the changes observed in the optimum hydrogen exponents are significantly larger than those found for oxygen (compare with Table III), the resulting energetic changes are small, < 0.05 mho It remains to be seen whether the noted differences in the hydrogen exponents are TABLE XI. Polarization function exponents for the hydrogen atom obtained from calculations on molecular hydrogen along with the corresponding energies and incremental energy lowerings. The (s) set used in the calculations was the (7s) set of Duijneve1dt (Ref. 27) contracted to [4s) . Total energies (E HF and EHF + 1+2) are in hartrees; correlation energies and energy differences (E w , and !l.E co ,,) In the past basis sets for use in correlated molecular calculations have largely been taken from Hartree-Fock calculations. The recent work of Almlof, Taylor, Bauschlicher, Langhoff, Walch, and co-workers 23 ,37 indicates that basis sets taken from correlated atomic calculations provide an excellent description of molecular correlation effects. It is therefore important to understand the basis set requirements for describing correlation effects in atoms.
From a thorough study of correlation effects in the oxygen atom we have established that:
(i) Primitive Gaussian functions effectively and efficiently describe correlation effects if the exponents of the functions are optimized in atomic correlated calculations. The (3s), (3p) , (3d), (2/), and (1g) primitive correlation sets reported here yield correlation energies within a few tenths of a millihartree of those obtained with the ANO sets of AlmlOf and Taylor. 23 Even the small primitive sets yield a substantial fraction of the correlation energy obtained with the corresponding ANO sets: the (1s), (2s), (1p), and (2p) sets yield 91.3%, 98.2%, 92.8%, and 97.1 %, respectively, of the correlation energy obtained with the comparable ANO sets, while the (1d), (2d), and (1/) sets yield 87.9%, 98.0%, and 92.5%.
(ii) The (sp) functions for describing correlation effects can be taken from atomic Hartree-Fock calculations if the appropriate primitive set is used to obtain a given contracted set. The valence functions in (9s) and (4p) sets provide the best single correlating function, the valence functions in the ( lOs) and (5p) sets the best two correlating functions, etc. In general, the (sp) correlation sets are obtained by augmenting the atomic orbitals with the most diffuse primitive functions in the set. The only exception to this rule is for the two function (s) correlating set; in this case the first and third most diffuse functions are best.
(iii) For the oxygen atom the energy lowerings resulting from the successive addition of functions of a given angular momentum decrease approximately geometrically with ratios ranging from 3.5 -1 (for 5g functions) to 5.1 -1 (for 3d functions). The energy lowering resulting from the successive addition offunctions with higher angular momenta also decrease approximately geometrically with ratios ranging from 3.2-1 (for the third function ofa given symmetry) to 4.1-1 (for the first function ofa given symmetry). Using these geometric series to extrapolate to the infinite basis set limit, we estimate that a ( 4s4p4d 3/2g 1 h) correlation set will be required to converge the (HF + 1 + 2) correlation energy to -1 kcallmol.
Use of the above primitive basis sets in molecular calculations on OH and O 2 indicate that they also provide an excellent description of molecular correlation effects. The calculations on the oxygen atom served as a guide for calculations on the atoms in the first row from boron through neon. (spdlg) sets for use in correlated molecular calculations were determined for all these atoms. Again, it was found that the incremental energy lowerings due to the successive addition of correlating functions fall into distinct groups. Thus, the (1s1p) set and the (1d) function both decrease the correlation energy by comparable amounts, the incrementallowerings for the (2s2p), (2d), and (1j) sets are similar, etc. This leads to the concept of correlation consistent basis sets. For the first row atoms these sets are:
cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ (sp) Correlation consistent sets are proposed for all of the first row atoms from boron through neon. The largest set, the ccpVQZ set, yields 99.2 ± 0.4% of the correlation energy obtained with the ANO set of Almlof and Taylor 23 with a comparable number of basis functions even though it contains only j of the number of primitive functions and! the number of primitive polarization functions. Estimates of the higher order terms in the basis set expansions suggest that the correlation energies obtained with the cc-p VQZ sets are in error by as little as 0.3 ± 0.3 mh (boron) to as much as 18 ± 3 mh (neon). Comparable correlated basis sets were determined for the hydrogen atom.
